Studying the binding of SSB to ssDNA using FCS In this work, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was used to monitor the binding of SSB to unstructured single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) of increasing length, through changes in the diffusion time τ D of the labelled DNA. Notably, this experiment differs greatly from the FRET experiment on the attC hairpin. FRET experiments studied hairpin opening as a function of a single-stranded DNA overhang (ssDNA overhang), whereas FCS only monitored the binding of SSB to the ssDNA.
The FCS autocorrelation curves in Supplementary Fig. S1a and b show that the diffusion time increases with both increasing SSB concentration (C SSB ) and ssDNA overhang length, due to the binding of SSB. Interestingly, for all conditions, there was only one diffusion component observed, implying that the interconversion dynamics of binding and unbinding of SSB to the ssDNA are much faster than the diffusion time and must hence occur in the sub-millisecond time regime. Here, the Y-axis describes the fraction of DNA bound by SSB (f bound ). f bound is proportional to the hydrodynamic radius R h and was set to 1 where the curve saturated. One can observe that SSB binds with a higher affinity the longer the ssDNA overhang in the range between 9 and 18 nt. From these binding curves one can calculate the dissociation constant (K D ), by fitting it with the Hill equation , (Eq. S1)
where the Hill coefficient is set to 1, describing no cooperativity in SSB binding. Supplementary and 18 nt). This relation is described by the following, empirical equation (Eq. S2) where = 557 ± 105 µM and = 0.58 ± 0.01 and N the length of the ssDNA overhang.
SSB did not show directionality when binding to ssDNA. Supplementary Fig. S1e depicts the SSB binding to ssDNA with increasing length from 0 to 30 nt at 1 µM SSB concentration. The data SSB binding to ssDNA exposed on the 3'end (cyan line) has been discussed in Fig. 1 of the main manuscript. Additionally, shown here are the corresponding data points obtained for ssDNA exposed on the 5' end (violet data points). These points overlay with those obtained for the 3' end, suggesting that SSB does not have a directionality when binding to ssDNA.
The binding of SSB to short ssDNA was described mathematically. In a first step, the increase of the R h of the DNA without SSB ( Supplementary Fig. S1f , green line) was described by a power law (1) . In a second step, the SSB-bound fraction was described as following:
where S is the ssDNA substrate and L is the SSB ligand. As mentioned above, the protein binding and unbinding rate is much faster than the diffusion time. Hence, the apparent R h presents an average of the proportion of bare DNA, with the size R S , and the proportion of the DNA complexed by SSB, with the size R SL . R S increases with the length of the ssDNA (R S (N)), while R SL is independent of the length of the ssDNA, because SSB is much larger than the ssDNA. We obtained R S (N) from the power law fit and R SL from the plateau for N > 17 nt, where all DNA molecules are bound by SSB. Thus, R(N) can be described as
The first term describes the proportion of the DNA-protein complexes, which is the product of the radius of the complex (R SL ) by the probability of complex formation (p SL ). The second term describes the proportion of the naked DNA population, which is the product of the counter Consequently, hairpin opening is 5-fold less efficient in the 5' to 3' direction than in the 3' to 5' direction.
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Supplementary Figure S1 : FCS measurements of SSB binding to short ssDNA. (a) Autocorrelation curves of the binding of SSB to 15 nt ssDNA at different SSB concentrations (C SSB ). The higher the C SSB the more DNA is bound by SSB, hence the shift to higher diffusion times. (b) Autocorrelation curves of different ssDNA lengths from 6 to 15 dT at 1 µM C SSB reveal that the longer the ssDNA, the more SSB binds, hence the shift to higher diffusion times. (c) SSB titration curves for samples from 9-18 dT depict the typical sigmoidal binding curve of SSB to the DNA substrate. The fraction of DNA bound by SSB (Y-axis) is proportional to the average hydrodynamic radius. The curves show that the shorter the ssDNA, the more SSB is needed to achieve binding. Hence, the longer the ssDNA, the lower the dissociation constant (K D ) of SSB. Hairpins with a 5' ssDNA overhang need longer overhangs to be opened when compared to those with a 3' ssDNA overhang, suggesting that SSB is less efficient in capturing breathing DNA at the end of the hairpin when migrating in the 5' to 3'direction. (e) Quantification of the directionality in hairpin opening by SSB. To reach similar SSB-35 proportions, SSB requires 10 nM C SSB for opening the attC hairpin with a 3' ssDNA overhang (blue) and 50 nM C SSB for those with a 5' ssDNA overhang (red). Therefore, hairpin opening in 3' to 5' direction is 5 times more efficient than in 5' to 3' direction. Here, all four of the expected FRET states are accurately identified by a HMM set to find four states. However, when the population sizes of the four states differ greatly, as seen with 10 nM SSB (lower left panel), the HMM set to 4 states is biased to identify states in the higher populated rather than in the less populated areas, leading to incorrect state assignments. To overcome this bias, the data are overfit with 5 states (middle row, lower panel) and in a subsequent manual postprocessing, the two states at high E FRET are merged into one population (red peak in the lower right panel). (b) Results of the SSB titration with the poly(dT) 70 sample analysed by the state finding algorithm. As expected, the algorithm identifies two states upon SSB addition, corresponding to SSB-35 (blue) and SSB-65 (green). (c) The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the dwell times of the transition from SSB-35 to SSB-65 (red) fits with a single exponential (black fit), yielding the transition rate k. (d) The CDF of the reverse transition from SSB-65 to SSB-35 is not well described by a single-exponential fit (black fit), and rather fits with a dual exponential (blue fit), showing the existence of a 'hidden', short-lived state within the SSB-65 population. This state was identified previously and has been named SSB-35b (11) . (e) State proportions as a function of SSB concentration (C SSB ) showing that the proportion of SSB-65 decreases with increasing SSB, while SSB-35 increases. SSB-35b is not very populated and rather independent of c SSB . (f) Transition rates as a function of C SSB . The highest rate has the transition from SSB-35b to SSB-35 (cyan), which is independent of c SSB . The dissociation event from SSB-35 to SSB-65 (green) is independent of C SSB . The transition rates from SSB-35 to SSB-35b (pink) and those from SSB-65 to SSB-35 increase linearly with C SSB , in good agreement with previous data 7 . The error bars show the 95 % confidence interval. Figure S5 : SSB binds to ssDNA in its two main binding conformations and also binds to half folded hairpins. (a) State-finding analysis for the poly(dT) 70 sample shows that SSB binds to unstructured ssDNA in the SSB-65 binding mode at low SSB concentrations (c SSB ) and transitions into the SSB-35 binding mode at higher c SSB . (b) State-finding analysis for the SSB titration with a perfect hairpin with a 20 % GC content and overhangs of 3 dT on either end. SSB binds to the hairpin in the SSB-65 and the SSB-35 binding mode, but requires a much higher c SSB for binding compared to unstructured poly(dT) 70 . The SSB-65 populations are smaller than for poly(dT) 70 , because the C SSB required for hairpin opening (50 nM) is already too high to show a prominent SSB-65 mode. (c) State-finding analysis of the SSB titration with a partial hairpin composed of 17 bp perfect hairpin with a GC content of 50 % at the apical loop, flanked by 16 dT on either side. This measurement reveals a novel state at high FRET efficiency, which most likely corresponds to a conformation in which the partial hairpin remains folded, while the unstructured dT sequence is bound by SSB. This state was termed HP17-SSB. This conformation persists even at 1 µM c SSB , suggesting a high stability. Figure S6 : Transition rates of SSB opening the attC wt +3dT_3' hairpin. (a) Transition rates from the closed hairpin. The highest rate from the closed hairpin is the transition to the attC-6-SSB state (dark blue). This rate increases with SSB concentration (c SSB ) in a non-linear fashion and can be fitted with a logarithmic function. The direct transition from the closed hairpin to SSB-65 (green) or even SSB-35 (cyan) was unexpected. Since the rates are very low, they possibly originate from traces where the transition via the attC-6-SSB state occurred faster than the instrument time resolution or from false positive assignments by the HMM. (b) From the attC-6-SSB state, the most likely transition is to the SSB-65 (green) state by opening the 6 GC bp. The dissociation of SSB to transition back to the closed hairpin occurs at a constant, low rate. Here again, the transition into SSB-35 is likely due to limited time resolution or false positive assignments. (c) From SSB-65, the 6 GC bp form at a constant rate of around 0.5 s -1 to transition to the attC-6-SSB state (dark blue). However, there is an increase of the transition rate into the SSB-35 (cyan). (d) Transitions from the SSB-35 state are dissociation events and therefore independent of C SSB . The most likely transition is into the SSB-65 state (green). It is further possible that the 6 GC base pairs form after the dissociation of one SSB tetramer, represented by the transition rate into attC-6-SSB (dark blue). The concentration independent rates were calculated as weighted means and the error bars represent the 95 % confidence interval. The partial hairpin is similar to the sample from b except that it does not feature the attC sequence, but a perfect pairing of 17 nt with 50 % GC content. With this sample, the effect of IntI replacing SSB is much less pronounced, confirming that the recognition of the binding site by the IntI monomer is specific to attC. 
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